









Gender is a trait that is inherent of men and women who are constructed socially and culturally. In the history, for centuries gender roles are played by society, culture and values that shaped in such a way that is played by the men to women. While the role of the public that makes money, influence and power is given to men. As a result, this matter happens as a labor of roles disparity between men and women. The man is a more powerful person who has space and influence. Whereas women do not make money and influence. So was born the imbalance of gender and gender injustice.
The imbalance of power and access between men and women is immemorial reinforced by cultural values or patriarchy. Women are always attached to the image of femininity, which means that they always put the interests of the nature of the resignation of others, maintain dependence on men, and are required to promote the role of domestic part. Meanwhile men very closely as the figure of primed, masculinity, which portray courage, resolute in act, a figure that must be obeyed, served. So that men are socially positioned higher than in women. Gender inequality takes place in almost all of life, public and private (Fakih, 1999: 8).
Representation is a concept that has some sense. He is a social process of 'representing'. Representation refers both to the process and product of the meaning of a sign. Representation can also mean the processes of changing ideological concepts are abstract in the concrete forms. Thus, these views of life of women, children, or men, for example, will easily be seen from how to give a birthday gift to friends of men, women and children. So also with the worldviews of love, war, and others will appear from practical matters as well. Representation is a concept used in the social process of meaning through a tagging system is available: dialogue, writing, video, film, photography, etc. In summary, the representation is the production of meaning through language (Hall, 1997: 15).

2.	Intrinsic Elements 
In this chapter the writer would like to give a  brief   definition  and  explanation  about  the  intrinsic  elements  in  a  novel theoretically,  because  they  are  crucial  to  support  the  analysis.  The intrinsic elements that consist of theme, plot, character, setting and point of view are the elements that are participating in forming a story in literary work. 

2.1.	Theme
William Kenney (1966:88) was stated that to put the matter simply, theme is the meaning of the story. But any experienced reader of fiction will realize that this is not a very informative definition, and even less experienced readers, upon thinking it over, may begin to wonder in what sense a story can mean anything. 
According to Goodman (1968: 12), theme is the main idea or the main point in a story. A theme must represent the whole part of the story, because theme is a basic development of a whole story. Actually it is not easy to find out the theme in a novel. The reader has to read the  novel and understand what the story tells about.
Staton (2007: 7) states that theme gives a strong explanation about the unity of what is happening in the story, and tells about the story of life in a common context. The purpose of theme is to give a shape and effect in our mind, to make the story easy to remember.  A good theme has to represent the entire story in the novel. Sometimes the theme shapes in to the fact that comes from the human experience. It is explored by the story and then gives impression for each of event in life. 
The theme of the novel is more than its subject matter, because an author’s technique can  play as strong a rule in developing a theme as the action of the characters  do.  Sometimes  because  of  the  length  of  novels  and  the  various characters, conflicts, and scenes that are found within, reader can look at different aspects of the work to find different interpretations of the meaning of the story. 

2.2.	Plot 
		Plot is an important element of literary work, because the plot tells the important  event that occur in a story. Plot or the structure of action is used to indicate almost any kind of action that found in a story, including the closing plot, the opening plot, and the straight narrative  with little or no serious complication (Bocker, 1963: 91).
Staton (2007: 26) states that plot is a series of the events in a story. How a  certain event affects other events that cannot be ignored. Plot is very close to the existence of the character. If the story only has a little portion in characters, there will be closer and simple plot. In contrast, a novel that has many characters in the story, the plot will be more complicated. Plot also helps the reader in understanding the story of the novel. The clarity of the plot makes the reader easier in  understanding the story. Usually, a good or popular novel uses simple plot, so the strength of the novel also depends on the plot.
Staton (2007: 29) states that the character affects the plot. If the story only has a few characters, there will be closer and simple story. If we do not know the plot of the story, it will be hard to understand what the story tells about. Like another intrinsic elements, plot also has its own rule. There should be clear, real, and logic plot where the beginning, middle, and the end of the story goes.
The existence of the plot itself depends on two essential events: conflict and climax, this event usually has a close and important relation. Conflict is a dramatic thing which directly consists of the competition between two balance powers. Conflict brings out the human extremes energy, characters’ decision, action, responses and interactions that make up a story.  Nearly all fiction focuses on conflict. Judith states (2003: 20) that  conflict  is  a  struggle  between  opposing  forces.  It  is  usually  reflected  or accompanied by the external and internal action. In addition, a conflict inside the mind,  literary  works  may  focus  on  conflict   between   individuals,  between individual and a social force and between individual and a  natural force. 
It is important to note that conflicts do not necessarly just belong in one category. The conflict often forces character to make a decision: to act or not to act, to compromise  or to refuse. The point of this character makes these choices lead the story to the climatic moment, and the effect or implication of this choice usually represents the conclusion of the story.
The second event is climax; climax is the highest point of interest, the moment when the conflict is most intense. The time when the consequences of a character’s action become inevitable and the main points of the plot merge.

2.3.	Character and Characterizations
Another intrinsic  element  in  fiction  is character.  According  to Harahap (2007: 23), character is the overall of traits and features that form the nature of some person  or animal. Character also refers to moral qualities and ethical standard and principles. 
Character is one of the interesting things for personal opinions that the readers want to see how is the other people life and how they make effort to pursue the goals. Character also a  vehicle for the author in order to convey to the reader about her/his view of the world. The reader can learn about individual characters from their own words and action, from what other characters said about them and the way others act towards them. Character in a novel can be differentiated into several kinds based on point of view. A character can be categorized into several at once, for example as main character protagonist and character antagonist.
Foster (1990: 73-80) distinguishes two kind of characters, those are as follows:
a)	Flat character 
Flat character is constructed a single idea or quality, he is unchanging, static and at the end of the novel he is essential what he has been thought. All his responses are predictable; so readers can anticipate exactly how the character will reach. 
b)	Round character 
Round  character  is  a  character that  his  profound  was  altered  by  his experiences. His response makes reader surprized. He does not embody a single idea, but is much more complex. Literary work usually portrays some different types of character  according  to  the  existence  of characters  and  the  appearance  of characters in a novel. 

2.3.1.	Main Character and Peripheral Characters
Based  on  the  character  existence  in  a  novel,  the  character  can  be differentiated into main characters and peripheral character. Main  characters  are  the  character  that  is  emphasized  in  a  story.
This character always appears in almost each event, so it seems dominated in that story, either as subject or object. It also always has connection with another actor and in a certain novel main character can be found in each page of the novel.
Other characters called peripheral character that is a character that exists once or some times in the story, and maybe relatively in short portion. The existence of peripheral characters are  limited and usually only related to the main character, but this character held an important role in creating a good story in a novel. 

2.3.2.	Protagonist and Antagonist
Based on  the  character  appearance  the  character  can  be  divided  into protagonist and antagonist. Protagonist is the character that was assumed to be a hero and usually is admired by the reader, because he/she always does ideal roles and follows the rules and values in society. Protagonist with all  the good things inside the character make the readers often identify themselves with this character and  give  sympathy  and  emphasizes  and  involve  themselves  in  this  character emotionally. 
Antagonist  is  the  character  that  his/her  appearance  opponent  to  the protagonist, directly or indirectly. This character assumes as the bad person in the readers  opinion  and   causes   conflict  and  become  the  rival  for  protagonist. Antagonist also usually causes  disaster,  accident, and make a bad effect in the environment, society, social rules, moral values and authority. But sometimes the character gives sympathy to the reader. 

2.4.	Setting
The setting of the story can mean many things besides the obvious where it takes place include the location, the background, and the regional aspect. It can designate  a  particular  time,  and  historical  era,  a  political  situation.  From the setting or the story we know the beginning of the story set and setting also affects what the characters do.
Hamalian (1967: 59) states that the setting is not only a particular time and a particular place, or a very substance of a region, but also how the people things, how they react, their prejudices, their insanities, and their lifestyle with all elements that related indirectly.  Setting also includes the background: aspect of atmosphere, a series of details, nuances which give a certain shape to theme and plot. In other word we can say that setting is usually integrated into other aspects in a story, into plot, theme, character, and philosophical implication.
Setting  in  literary  work  is  important  because  it  may  stir  the  readers’ imagination as well as reveal the significance of the action. The element of setting can be differentiated into three principle elements: setting of place, setting of time, and  setting  of  society.  Although  each  of  these  elements  offer  situations  but actually they are close and influence each other. 

2.4.1.	Setting of place
Setting of place direct to the location of the event that happen in fiction, setting use for place with a certain names, certain initial and probably in a certain location does not have the exact name and the use of this setting with a certain name should reflect geographical condition of the place. Each place must have their own characteristics which differentiate with the others. 
The description of place is important to give impression to the readers, so the readers can consider which one that really happen or made up event (imagination) from the place in the story. The setting of place in a novel usually consist of several locations, and it moves more from one place to another place, because there is a  development of plot and character. Setting of place is decided by the accuracy of description, function of the unity with another setting element. 

2.4.2.	Setting of Time
Setting of time means the time when the story happens. The problem of  when is usually  connected  with  factual  time  for  example  day,  month,  year, weather, or a historical period. The knowledge and the perception of the reader will be used to try getting involved in the story, which is based on the setting of time. It makes the story bring the readers to the certain time.
 The knowledge and the perception of the readers will be used to get involved in  the  story which is based on the setting of time. It makes the reader try to competence and enjoy the story. The existence of the similarity development and accordance of the time can be  profitable to give an impression to the readers and make the readers believe that the story really happened at that time. 

2.4.3.	Setting of Society
Setting of society is very close to the behavior of social life in a certain place and certain time in novel. Social setting has connection with the system of social  life  that  contains  many  problems  in  complex  scope.  It  can  be  habits, custom, tradition, religion, ideology, faith, and the way of thinking. Apart from it setting of society relates to the social status of the characters. 

2.5.	Point of View
Every story is certainly told by someone that usually called a narrator. Point of view  is a device for a narrator to indicate the position from which an action is observed and  narrated.  An author of a fiction must choose a point of view from which he will narrate his story.
Hamalian (1967: 445-447) states that point of view is a term for who tells the story and how the story gets told. Because it is bound up with  the story, point of view could have been in the section on character obviously, and the nature and personality of the narrator will determined in part what is seen and how it is seen. But, because it also bound with knowing how the story gets out, point of view is intimately connected with style.
Point of views directs to the way of the story telling in a novel. It is the way of perception which is used by the author as a device to appear characters, action, setting and many kinds of  events which may form the story in a fiction to the readers (Coyle, 1998: 248). 
According to Peck (1994: 68), point of view is a technique that is used by the author  to  find and tell the meaning of his artistic work to the readers. The author  expects  that  the  readers  can  accept  his  technique.  Point  of  view  has psychological connection to the readers,  and the readers need clear perception about  the  point  of  view.  
The  readers  understanding  about  the  novel  will  be influenced by a clear point of view. Point of view is not only considered as the way of dramatic limitation but also considered as serving the thematic definition, because a novel offers values, attitude, and life perception which is controlled and served by the author intentionally through point of view. According to the participation of point of view in a novel, generally it can be divided in to: first person, third person, and mixed point of view. 

3.	Figurative Language
Language style is a language processing technique by the author in an effort to produce a literary work who lively and beautiful. Language processing should be supported by the diction (choice of word) the right. (mbahkarno.blogspot.com)
Language style is a figure of speech or style language usage in story. This is the main tool of the authors to describe, illustrate, and animate the story aesthetically.
Figurative language variety:
a.	Personification: This figurative language describes inanimate objects by giving traits such as human.
b.	Simile (imagery): this figurative language describes something with parable.
c.	Hyperbole: this figurative language describes something in a exaggeration with the intention of giving the effect of excessive.
d.	Metaphor: is a figure of speech containing an implied comparison, in which a word or phrase ordinarily and primarily used of one thing is applied to another.
Synopsis 
This novel is about Wisanggeni, fondly known as Saman, a Catholic priest turned activist and four women in their early thirties, namely Shakuntala, Cok, Yasmin, and Laila. Three of the women are sexually experienced before marriage. 
Shakuntala is bisexual while Cok always has condoms in her bag and she admits to sleeping with several men. Yasmin, a faithful Roman Catholic, she had sex with Lukas, her boyfriend, before married and later she has an affair with Saman. Laila, on the other hand, is the only character described as a virgin although she is having an affair with a married man. The novel is told from the perspectives of Shakuntala, Laila, and Saman. 
Social injustice issues, such as the oppression of plantation workers in South Sumatra and activist kidnapping are also depicted. In addition, personal faith problem of its characters is explored. In short, Saman touches on Indonesia’s taboos: extramarital sex, political repression, and the place of religion and spirituality in contemporary lives.
Biography of Author
Ayu Utami was born in Bogor near the Indonesian capital of Jakarta in 1968. She is one of the most prominent representatives of a new generation of Indonesian writers, who, even before the end of the Suharto regime, were already openly addressing the social and cultural conflicts of the island state, and today accompany the transition to democracy with a critical voice. While still studying Russian language and literature at the Universitas Indonesia in Jakarta, Utami began publishing reports and essays in various newspapers. As co-founder of a union of freelance journalists, which was declared illegal by the government, she was banned from practising her occupation in 1994, and some of her colleagues were arrested. She continued her journalistic work underground, which included the anonymous publication of a black book on corruption in the Suharto regime. 
With her debut novel “Saman” (1998) Ayu Utami achieved more than just her breakthrough as a writer - in her native country the book was re-printed many times and was celebrated as a literary sensation. “Saman” was published only a few weeks before General Suharto was deprived of power and its publication was also a sign of the approaching political change. The author treats social taboos in an open way, thereby breaking with Indonesian literature to date. Utami writes freely about love and sexuality and thematises the difficult relationship between Muslims and Christians – as well as the hatred of the Chinese minority. Her novel focuses on the story of a Catholic priest, who through his advocacy work for oppressed small farmers, joins the Indonesian resistance, falls in love in the process, gives up the priesthood and emigrates to New York. At the same time one reads about the fate of a group of young women, who self-consciously make decisions about their lives and renounce the traditional gender roles.
Utami’s prose is lively and modern and as such reflects the richness of Indonesian oral tradition. The author masterfully switches between various narrative perspectives, locations, and time scales, links dream sequences and old myths with descriptions of the political and societal relations in Indonesia in the 90’s. “Saman” is the first in a cycle of novels, the second part of which was published in 2001 under the title “Larung.” Both of her novels have been published in Dutch. In 1998 “Saman” was awarded the prize for best Indonesian novel; in 2000 Ayu Utami received the renowned Prins Claus Prijs from the Dutch government and in 2007, she was a guest of the P.E.N. World Voices, New York. Utami's work has been translated into several languages and since 1998 has been copublisher of the culture magazine “Kalam.” A co-founder of the Indonesian Alliance of Independent Journalists, Utami works also for the independent radio station 68H und the cultural centre Komunitas Utan Kayu. She lives in Jakarta.
And 7 years later, Ayu produces novel “Bilangan Fu”, after it was interspersed publishing his collection of essays “Si Parasit Lajang” (GagasMedia, Jakarta, 2003). Recently, Ayu launched his latest novel, the first series Bilangan Fu, Manjali and Cakrabirawa. Then the most recent was Cerita Cinta Enrico (2012), Soegija: 100% Indonesian, and Lalita, who is the second book of the series Bilangan Fu.
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